
1. Welcome to Know Your Risk. This module is focused on using mapping tools to 
make informed decisions that reduce impacts from hazards in our coastal cities and 
towns. This is part of the online series called, Providing Resilience Education for 
Planning in Rhode Island (or PREP- RI). Rhode Island offers several user-friendly 
mapping tools for use at the local level to inform decision-making in support of 
coastal resilience.
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[GROVER]
As noted in another PREP-RI module titled, “Climate Change in Rhode Island,” Rhode 
Island has been experiencing changes in recent years, although nothing that would 
equate to an extreme event such as the Great Hurricane of 1938, or Hurricane Carol 
in 1954.  However, we do know that the rate of sea level rise is accelerating, storms 
are becoming more frequent and intense, coastal erosion has been altering many 
segments of our shorelines, and flooding events are becoming more commonplace.  
In order to understand risks, plan wisely, and prepare for the future, GOOD MAPPING 
TOOLS ARE CRUCIAL. 

Using past storm events as a guide, we can estimate the CURRENT RISK of flooding 
and storm damage along Rhode Island’s coast. Estimating FUTURE RISK, however, 
requires that we use the best available science and modeling to GLANCE INTO THE 
FUTURE and consider what the coastline may look like with higher daily tides from 
sea level rise, and how storms may reach farther inland and bring deeper flooding 
conditions with a future increase in sea levels.
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[GROVER]

Rhode Island has seen erosion along our coastline and also different techniques to 

combat shoreline erosion, to varying degrees of success.  Monitoring coastal erosion 

over time has been an important function of the CRMC, and we are working now to 

project what future erosion might look like with periodic storm events, and how 

these are likely to accelerate erosion with sea level rise and wave action.  Shoreline 

protection structures that have been successful in the past may become insufficient 

to protect properties from future conditions.  

R: Moonstone Beach
L: Westerly, MyCoast -Lauren Butler
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[GROVER]
The Newport tide gauge has been collecting data on sea level rise since 1930 and has 
shown us that there has been about 10 inches of sea level rise since then. Using the 
best available science from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s 
(NOAA) researchers, we are able to project what sea level rise might look like in the 
future. The curves you see here reflect new data released in 2017 by NOAA, and the 
CRMC has adopted the numbers to reflect NOAA’s  “high curve” into Rhode Island’s 
coastal policy.  With the new estimates available, Rhode Island is now planning for 1 
foot of sea level rise by 2025, 3 feet by 2050, and over 9 feet of sea level rise by 2100.

The sea level estimates shown in this graph allow coastal planners and municipal 
decision makers to estimate how much time coastal property owners are likely to 
have before their properties are subject to flooding from daily high tides.  This 
information shows us that over the course of a 30-year mortgage, or by the year 
2050, the tides are likely to be 3-feet higher than what we are seeing in 2017.  
Through use of the mapping tools that reflect these higher sea levels, property 
owners can be better prepared for how this tide water will flow across their 
landscapes and start to take action and prepare for impacts of coastal flooding.



[GROVER]

To better understand what risk actually looks like, the mapping tools presented in this 

module can be used to visualize the CURRENT RISK from storm events and also assess 

FUTURE RISK from coastal erosion and sea level rise, coupled with future storm 

events. The tools illustrate both the extent of potential flooding across the landscape, 

and also the depth of flooding from different scenarios.

In the case example of sewage treatment plants, also covered in the PREP-RI 

Infrastructure module, the maps illustrating storm scenarios allowed the Town of 

Narragansett to assess the long-term risk from both sea level rise and storm surge, 

and consider how to upgrade their facility over time to meet future conditions. The 

town of Narragansett worked with the CRMC, using the maps to inform how their 

Wastewater Treatment Facility can be “built to last”, and ensure that the Town gets a 

bigger “bang for their buck” when they invest public dollars to improve the facility 

over the long term.

The Rhode Island Department of Environmental Management completed a study of 

ALL Rhode Island’s wastewater treatment facilities, and the Town of Warren is 



currently using this information to assess what is needed to upgrade their facility for 

long-term functionality and resilience.
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[GROVER]
Using the variety of mapping tools outlined in this module will help you to better 
understand your community’s risk and provide you with tools to be proactive in 
applying this information to site-based decisions and overarching municipal plans.

Teresa will walk you through the tools we have available.
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[TERESA]
The RI Floodplain Mapping Tool helps visualize current regulatory FEMA flood 
insurance rate, or FIRM, maps. The tool allows you to zoom into any location in the 
state of RI and get an assessment of the designated FEMA floodplain, and elevation 
of storm waters These maps illustrate flood zones calculated using  past storm events 
and current risk ONLY. THEY DO NOT project future conditions. 
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These maps inform property owners and flood insurance policy holders about the 
level of flood risk which determines the flood insurance rate for a given property in 
the floodplain.   The floodplain designation also carries with it development 
requirements outlined in the Rhode Island Building Code. 



Both RIEMA’s Floodplain Mapping Tool and FEMA’s Map Service Center offer online 
flood insurance rate maps in an ArcGIS format to allow easy viewing of these maps 
online.  To take a look at your property and the flood zone designation, simply enter 
your address in the upper right hand corner of the map viewer.  You can zoom in and 
out to activate different layers of information in these online maps. 



The Coastal Erosion maps have been hosted by the CRMC for many years now and are 
available through their website. These maps have helped us understand shoreline 
rates of change over time and how erosion is affecting our coastal properties
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Shorelines may be viewed as stable but the rate of erosion can change dramatically 
with every storm event that hits Rhode Island. The erosion rates are used by CRMC to 
determine setbacks for coastal developments:  residential structures are evaluated 
with a 30-year annualized erosion rate, and commercial structures require a 60-year 
annualized erosion rate to define the distance of the setback for project approval.  
CRMC is also working with geologists to estimate what future erosion might look like 
along the Rhode Island coast in the face of storms and sea level rise.  



These maps are all in a downloadable PDF format for your area of interest, and the 
maps are organized by different transects that have been drawn across all 400 miles 
of RI’s coastline. Each transect includes the transect number and also the actual 
shoreline change distance and the shoreline rate of change between 1939 and 2014. 
The colored lines on the map correspond with the year that the shoreline was 
mapped. 
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The next tool we’ll cover is STORMTOOLS. STORMTOOLS is an online mapper that 
shows and illustrates storm inundation with and without sea level rise for varying 
return-period storms that covers all of Rhode Island’s coastal waters. These maps 
help the end user understand risk to sea level rise and storm surge. Including, if your 
property will flood during a coastal storm; how deep the water may be during a 
coastal storm; if the property will be flooded during high tide--including astronomical 
high tides (also called moon tides or king tides) and will the emergency facilities or 
utilities be cut off or limited.

Image Source: Wickford, Rhode Island Sea Grant Flickr, 2011 



Different formats available in Stormtools allow you to toggle between a legend and 
the content of any given map. You can see up in the upper left hand corner these 
icons showing a legend and then also the contents. What we are showing here is the 
contents page where you an choose what you want to view in this list of layers. Here 
we are illustrating a ten year coastal storm with one foot of sea level rise and also 
todays high tide shown as mean high or high water or MHHW. You can enter your 
address in the upper right corner of the map and zoom in and out using this icon in 
the upper left corner of the map itself. Once you zoom into your area, we are 
showing Oakland beach in Warwick right now, you can click on… 



…Areas of the map to get water depth. In addition to the interactive maps we just 
showed you, we also have a format called a map journal, which is shown here on the 
right. Map journals provide more information and photos to guide you through the 
tool while still allowing you to interact with the map by searching for addresses or 
zooming around the site. 



Touring historic storms in RI is one example of a map journal that brings you through 
historical hurricanes including the 1938 Hurricane, 1954 Hurricane or Hurricane Carol, 
1991- Hurricane Bob, and 2012- Superstorm Sandy. You can use the buttons on this 
side of the map journal to scroll through the different pages and maps contained in 
the journal and also, when you see a map there may also be an opportunity to scroll 
through other maps within this view. Here we are showing the 1938 Hurricane and 
then next if you click this arrow on the right hand side it will take you to the 1954 
Hurricane, and then to 1991 Hurricane, and then to Superstorm Sandy of 2012 for 
this same location. 
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The Sea Level Affecting Marshes Model maps are available online through the RI 
Coastal Resources Management Council’s website. These maps have been created for 
the coastal wetlands. These maps illustrate the coastal wetlands of all 21 RI coastal 
communities. The purpose of these SLAMM maps is to show how coastal wetlands 
will likely transition and migrate onto adjacent upland areas under projected sea level 
rise scenarios of one, three, and five feet in the coming decades. These maps are 
intended to support state and local community planning efforts and to help decision 
makers prepare for and adapt to future coastal wetland conditions despite the 
inherant uncertainties associated with future rates of sea level rise. 

Image Source: Narrow River, Rhode Island Sea Grant Flickr, 2014



This maps shows five feet of sea level rise and what the impacts to future wetland 
migration might look like in Warwick in the Oakland Beach area. The brown areas 
show where there might be, in the future, potential new marsh inland from five feet 
of sea level rise, twice, daily, everyday. The purple areas show potential marsh loss. 
The yellow marsh areas are persistent marsh. 
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Janet Freedman photos: S Shore Ave, Warwick, RI: 
https://mycoast.org/reports/27510

The next tool is MyCoast. MyCoast is an online photo bank in a crowdsourcing tool 
that allows us to show and collect past, present, and future flooding photographs 
from Rhode Islanders taken in the field. This helps us understand what locations in RI 
experience flooding during high tides and king tides and it also helps us illustrate 
what future sea level rise might look like on the property when we can translate 
these periodic flood events today into twice daily tides are likely to look like in the 
future on our coastal lands. 

https://mycoast.org/reports/27510


MyCoast allows users to upload king tides and also photos during storm events. 



Also, shows a tidal overview from the closest tide gauge and the water level and 
closest high tide observed that day. 



The main page of the king tides allow you to zoom in and click on any of these king 
tide icons to go to the king tide report for that area. You can zoom into your 
community and see who has been uploading photographs and also download the app 
onto your phone and go out and add some of your own photographs to the 
photobank. 
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Each of these scenarios is also broken down and summarized into categories which 
represent critical assets of each town. This includes commercial, industrial, public 
service, residential, and utility. 
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